
POVeI"ty of Economics in Economic Managcme ~;:
An Analysis of the 1995 Budget'

SUII/a nasi ri Liyauage' ,

'Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?'
'That depends a good deal Oil where you want to go' said the cat.

Alice's Adl'l'IIII11'('S ill WOllderllllld

The first budget of the Peoples' Alliance (PA) govemment was presented to Parliament
on 8th February by the Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs, Dr G L Pieris.
At the outset, two points related 10 the issue of popular democracy need to be
emphasized. First. this is the: second time that the hudgd was presented hy someone
who is not the Minister of Finance. The first time was in 1993 when the 1994 Budge:
was presented to the Parliament. The PA Government also has taken cover behind an
unfortunate phrase in the Constitution of Sri Lanka thatany minister could present the
budget. As Mr Bernard Soy sa ~'()n~l~tlypointed out in hIS comment on the 1994 BuJgd
'the failure to follow the normal practice is yd another instance of the devaluation of
Parliament and Parliamentary procedure (1994:1). Secondly, in previousyearx, the
estimates of government revenue and expenditure had been revealed well in advance (\1'
the Budget speech. This time the budget estimates for 1995 were subnutted to
Parliament only one day before the Budget. It makes the budgetary exercise a 'secret'
affair, thus making it difficult for Members of Parliament to prepare for the budget
debate.

The budget is not onl y an exere ise III garnaing revenue to f nance the esti mated
expenditure in the coming year but is also an important statement of how the new
government is going to steer the economy in the next six years. The 1995 Budget was
looked upon by the business community as a statement which would translate the policy
statement of the President into a concrete plan of action. Similarly. the people who
voted for the PA in two elections ex peered that the gov::.rnment would take, steps towards
the fulfillment of their aspirations. However. the options open to the PA government
are limited and the track on which it has to manoeuvre is narrow and difficult. Although
the economy is growing at the rate of 5 per cent pet unnuru. the economic fundamentals
are not good. There is double-digit inflation. More than 14 per cent of the labour force
are unemployed. In addition, about 100,000 young people enter the job market annually,
The deficit of the current account of the balance of payment will he mort: than SDR
1,000 million (about Rs. 67,000 uullion) thi-, year. At the end of 1994, the total public
debt stood at Rs. 548,563 million. Though the external reserve was adcquak to finance
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six months of imports when the PA government assumed office, the Minister has
recognized that it is not adequate to protect the country 'from the vagaries of
international trade'. This shows the vulnerability of the Sri Lankan economy to the
vicissitudes of the glohal economy. The recent developments in Mexico clearly
demonstrate the vulnerability of a third world economy in the present world context.
How the PA government is going to address itself to problems faced by the Sri Lankan
economy was indicated first in the President's statement to Parliament on 6th January
and now in the Budget speech. In this article, I propose to examine critically the
soundness of the overall economic strategy of the budget and the underlying assumptions.
Section One will be a profile of the Sri Lankan economy. In Section Two, the budgetary
strategy of the new government and its theoretical basi" will he examined. This section
will focus on the first three sections of the budget speech. The soundness of this
strategy in relation to the short-term stabilization objectives of the economic policy will
be discussed in Section Three. In section four, the implications of the budget on
economic growth and employment will be examined.

I, A Profile of the Sri Lankan Economy after 17 years of Adjustment

Sri Lanka is one of the first countries in South Asia to adopt the liberalization policy
package with the aim of achieving newly industrializing country (N lC) status. The
phrase 'liberalization policies' is a short descriptive term which is used widely and also
in this article as synonymous with 'open economic policies", 'free market policies' and
'outward oriented policies". It was often argued with some justification that policy
changes in 1977 were the result of pressure from the rnultinauonal financial institutions.
But this argument ignores the significance of local developments during the period of the
'control regime' (1960- 1977) under which on the one hand a somewhat powerful class
of local bourgeoisie had emerged which finding the control regime to he an obstacle to
its further expansion, exerted pressure on politicians to adopt a more liberalized regime,
and on the other hand, there was a consensus among people that the unresolved structural
problems of the economy needed a change in the policy framework. Although the basic
characteristics of the policy framework remained unchanged in the last 17 years, they
have undergone significant changes in emphasis 111 the different phases of
implementation'. The economic indicators 111 Table 1 show the mixed results of the
economic administranon of the last regime.

3. Three phases may be identified: (i) the formative period of stabilization,
1977 -83; (ii) the period of stabilization through deflation, 1983 -88; (iii)
the period of structural adjustment, 1989 - (Liyunage, 1993: 13)
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Talllt: I
A Statistical Profile of the Sri Lankan Economy

KEY RATIOS

Gross Domestic Investment/GO?
Exports/G OP
Gross Domestic Savings/GO?
Trade Balance (Jeficit)/GO?
Trade Balance (deficitj/Exports
Total Debt/GDP
Foreign Oebt/GDP
Debt Service/GO?
Debt Service/Export Earnings
Fiscal Deficit/GO?
Direct foreign Investment/GO?

GROWTH RATES
GO?
Agriculture
Manufacturing
Exports
Imports
Consumer prices

1978 1985 1993

21.3 23.8
33.9

16.8
5.6 10.4
18.1
79.7 81.9
37.5 59.0

15.5 ,21.0
18.8 18.6

0.5

25.8
22.6
13.8
11.1
55.4
97.4

·75.3
4.8
13.7
8.!
1.8

8.2 5.0 6.9
4.2 ~.6 4.9
8.4 5.2 1.0.5
3.0 -8.0 17.0
63.0 5.0 15.0
12. I 1.5 J 1.7

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka, AIII/ual Reports, various years

Table I 'shows that many structural weaknesses of the Sri Lankan economy remain
unresolved even after a 17 year period of structural adjustment. The average annual rate
of growth of GOP which stood at 7 per cent between 1977 -l983 declined flll3.3 per
cent between 1983 -1988. The economy, however, has started to rebound from this low
level after 1990. The Budget Speech notes:

Growth in agriculturein the past has been weak, ahout2.3 per cent on
average during 1978 -1993 compared to 3.5 per cent in Indonesia, 4.4
per cent in Thailand am! 3.5 per cent in the People's Republic of
China. (Parliament of Sri Lanka, 1995: 16)

Although the performance of the industrral sector is relatively better than that of the
agricultural sector, Sri Lanka still lags behind the more dynamic economies of the Asian
region. While Thailand has recorded a iJ per lent annual growth rate between 1988 -
1994, industrial production both in Malaysia am! the People's Republic of China grew
at the rate of 12 per cent per annum. In Sri Lanka. the annual growth rate was.7.2 per
cent between 1990 .en. Althoueh the ,XOnOIl1IC<tratevv in {(}/(J has been oriented'- , .•.. ,
towards an increase in exports, export .-; In Sri Lanka grew at the rate of 8 per ~ent on
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average in the last ten years.
All economies in East Asia achieved their hi~h ~rllwth performance
through rapid growth in exports, The annual average growth In
exports in Thailand during the last ten ye;lrs was 21 per ,'en!.
Malaysia achieved 12 per cent growth while the Peoples Republic of
China maintained a 16 per cent ~r()wth, (Parliament of Sri Lanka,
1995: 16)

While some of the structural weaknesses remain unresolved, new problems have,
arisen as a direct corollary of the open economic policies. This is dearly demonstrated
by the key ratios in Table I. Trade deficit a~ a percentage of G DP has increased from
5.6 per cent in 1978 to 1 I. I per cent in 1993, There is no sign of hringing it hack to
its 1978 level in the immediate future. The 1995 Budget speech estimates that it will he
12 per cent in 1995. Total public debt as a percentage ofGDP has risen from 79.7 per
cent in 1978 to 97.4 in 1993 .' Although the foreign debt service ratio is at a manageable
level, foreign debt as a percentage of the GDP has increased from 37.5 per cent to 75.3
per cent in 1993.

2. The Budgetary Strategy

he criticism of the pohcres of the existin)! re)!llIle provides the basis for the political
parties which seek power to formulate the policie-. and strategies that they plan to adopt
when they assume office. Consequently. these cruivisrus of the existing pol icies may
also indicate the corrections which would he introduced hy them to the ex ixting policy
framework. It is natural that the Minister of Finance, in presenting the maiden budget
of the new )!overnment, lI~es signlfil'ant part of his/her speech to examine criticall y the
policies of the previous government. und to explain how the economic policies of the
new government would differ from them, The ;\,1 nuster has devoted the first part of his
Budget speech to examining 'the legacy that Ithe new govefllmt:nt I inherited from the 17
year UInited N Iational PI arty I-l~oalition udmirustrauon' _ However. the legacy of the past
is not interpreted by the new regime! as an outcome 01 an incorrect economic struteg y.
Rather the Minister argues that the policy framework of the UN P government was
basically correct.

The dismantling of these controls and liberalizing the economy
commenced slowly in 1977 and was accelerated after 1988. While
these gave an immediate spurt to the t:COIlOl11Y,the previous regime
frittered away a golden opportunity to galvanize the economy to new
heights hy the practice of fuelling unprecedented inflation through
reckless government expenditures on grandiose ceremonies and
conspicuous but inefficient projects. (Parliament of Sri Lanka, 1995:
5)

The Budget speech further stales:

This type of expe-nditure accompanied hy the enthroneme-nt of crony
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capitalism in its mos: naked form, sapped tho; energIes and incent ive-,
that were released hy economic liberulization. (Ihid)

The inference is that without waste, corrupt lOll and cronYism, the UN P policy framework
would have produced the expected result». The> UN P p(ll ic~ would have produced better
results if the UNP had been able to minimize these 'e\ ils. So what is necessary I.S to
follow the same set of policies without the curruption and the grandios<:: ceremonies.
This seems to he a simplistic explanation of the Iailure of the LNP poli,'les [() di red the
country on a self-sustained growth path,

Part 2 of the Budget speed] give" a I\mg ,Ie'count of the development strategy
of the new PA government. As the Minister has indicated, '[t lhe Budget is presented
in a 3-year budgetary framework and a six ye<li' economic planning framework ,
consisting of a 2 year initial period of fiscal stahilization and economic reforms which
will pull the economy on to a path of sdf-sustaining growth, which will see us earning
twice our current incomes hy the end of the century' (Parliament of Sri Lanka, 1995:
I). While three fundamental aspeds of the Sri Lankan economy namely unemployment,
cost of living, and income growth, are the fol'll.~ of the g()\·crrIm.:nt economic .strate.gy,
the three year budgetary framework has the Iollowinp three broad macro-economic
targets.

a) A gratlual acceleration of economic growth from the estimated 6 per
cent in 1995 to 7 -8 per cent ill 1997;

b) The reduction in the rate of inflation from a range of 7 -8 per
centin 1995 to a range of 5 -6 per cent in 1997;

c) Reduction in the coururys external current account deficit from about
(1,4 per I.'ent of GDP in 1995 to ahout .s per cent of GDP in 1997,
(Parliament of Sri Lanka, 1995: 45)

According to the Minixter. ·the: k.:) to aC'hleving mucro-economic stability anti to build
confidence in our <.OUlnOIllYis prudent hs.:al p()li~') Ihecausel persistently high hudge!
deficits raise prices. drive up interest raks, reduce dome ..;tic· savings. and take resources
away from productive economic activities'. With this strategy, the government seeks not
only to extricate the economy from the current "mexs ' but also to raise. the per capita
income per month lrom th", current Rs. 2,700 to Rs. 5.800 by the year 2000. In a small
open economy, there are two fundamental stabi Iization objecti vex in an y macro-economic
programme, namely, (i) the reduction of the current account deficit of the balance of
payments; (ii) the reduction of inflation. The short-term stabilization of the economy
may be a necessary condition for medium and long-term growth but in it self will not
ensure growth. Stabilization involves I.~OSt. Sau (1993) identifies two of them, namely
(i) output loss, and (i i) exchange loss. So stahi Iizanon programme should take
precautionary measures so that short term adverse effects do not leave: permanent marks
in the economy. Or in Suus words, the possihility of'hystereSIs' effects involved in any
short-term stabilization programme husto he minimized. Fiscal discipline is an essential
aspect of any macro-economic strategy of stabilizution. NeV >. ss, it appears that
there is an ova-emphasis on this aspeC"! in current en... .rnliy;~'ou'rse!W;ly .~-i.~eological

, 0 ::>\.. l.,,"i <,
reasons. <'.("~l.".--,.- -- .••..C),~
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Figure 1 is a schematic presentation of the budgetary strategy .. It shows how the
reduction of fiscal deficit, through intermediate processes and mechanisins, would intluence
growth.

Figure 1: The Growth Strategy of the 1995 Budget

The Reduction of fiscal Deficit I
,

Money Supply Lower the Government
Down Expenditure

I "

I ,
Inflation I Interest Government Currerit Account

Rate Borrowings Deficit of the BOP

'Savings I Private
Investment

Growth

The PA government seems to believe that the insistence on the reduction of the fiscal deficit
will produce four main results. First, it will reduce the rate of inflation since the main cause
of inflation is viewed as the increase of money supply caused by the excessive borrowing of
the government. Secondly, it will reduce the rate of interest because the lower the demand

.of the government for loanable funds the lower the demand pressure in the capital market.
The lower rate of interest rate will in turn encourage more investment. Thirdly, the budget
deficit will reduce the stock of public debt and debt servicing of the government. Fourthly,
it will reduce the current account deficit of the balance of payments since the fiscal deficit
is the principal cause of external imbalance. On the basis of this logic, the government
appears to have assumed that the correction of the fiscal imbalance is the key to any
stabilization and growth programme. So, the Budget speech does not even mention any
specific measures aimed at correcting the current account deficit.
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The gov<:fI1ment seem" to assume that the correction uf the h::<ai il1lhaLllh'e ,\I~J
its anticipated outcomes will hring about IOllg-krm economi-, growth with a high level
of employment. The Minister thiuk-, that this "heauufu! dre.uu' can be uchicvcd 'if we
are. willing to bee a short period of initial hardship needed to put our house in order".

The similarity of this policy framework to the policy framework of the UNP is obvious.
Moreover, this policy framework is based on polic')' reforms advocated hy the
multilateral financial institutions. Along with fiscal discipline, the gm'ernment has
proposed that the structural rdllrms programme initiated hy the last regilllc will he
continued with certain safeguaru,; to prevent corruption. This structural reform pal'kage
includes customs reform, tax reform, the introduction 01 good.s and scrvic'e tax in plal'e
of the turnover tax and the publi, cnte rprise reforms (<I Ih:W term for privatizauon).
The basic thrust of the economic' poli,'ies expounded hy the Minister in the Budget
speech seems to have heen dc'ri\,,1 from the ideologll'al position held hy the \\/8-IM F,
Prof Prahhat Patnaik aptly calls thiS perxpective 'trans,'cnJental markctixm ' bccause "the

case for it is made on general prin,iples (1994: (lS3). The main teuturc-, of these
reforms may be described as folluws:

Structural reforms seek~ to shi h resource»: (a) from the non-traded
goou,s sector to the: traded good.s sector and within the latter from
import competing adi\'ities to export activities; and (h) from the
government sector to the private sector. Apart hum rCSOlII'L'<::
allocat ion, st ructural reform seeks to iruprove rc:.~oun:es lit iIizat ion hy;
(i) increasing the dcgrec: of openness of the l'dllldmy, and (ii) dlanging
the structure of incentive- and instirunons, which would reduce the wit:
of stak intervention tl) rdy mort: on the market pla,'c:, dismantle
controls to rely more on pri,'l.:'s, and wind UO\\ n the puhl ic Sector to
rely more on the private "c:,'lllr. (~ayyar. 1993: ()41)

This framework includes certain pO .siuve aspel'ls the strength of which is obvious
particularly in the current world vontcx t which 1 shalluH1:-ider in the fourth section of
the paper. However, this poll"J' framework rals,::s many theordll:al and substantive
problems to which I shall turn pr,',.;entl)',

3. Inflation and Trade Bal(/I/('I:': TII'(} Goals of Jiacro-<'cu/lolllic Stabilization

If We' Can single out one llbjc:l'll\'t~ in the Budget as the: most fundamental one, it is
certainly that of curbing inflation, The second stahillzatlon objective. the correction of
trade imbalance, seems to he: put to the hack burner on the' assumption that the anti-
inflationary measures will correct it in the proc'ess,

A fundamental requIsite to :Il·hiev<: our saving-investment ohjective
together with the full cx ploit.uiun of gmwth potentials in agnculture,
industry and service sel'lors, IS the m.untcn.m.:c of price stahility or
curbing inflation. (Parti.uueu! of Sri Lanka, 1995: 17)

No one can deny the importunce <If t'urhing intlation as a short and medium krill goal
in macro-economic management. Nevertheless. this singleness of purpo;,e has to be
le~itill1ized, So, the hudget speech ar~ues that inflation is 'the: cruellest tax' on the poor.
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Since the rate of inflation in Sri Lanka is well below 20 per cent, in the Sri Lankan
context giving primary importance to the containment of inflation may also he justified
by showing that all the other macro variables and micro behaviour of the economic
agents are determined hy this single macro variable, i.e. inflation. Let us for a moment
assume that thi~ presumption IS L'OITect. \Vhat l'<iUSeS inflation? The Minister'<
diagnosis is that' Id luring the last two decades, Sri Lanka has failed to achieve price
stability largely (m:ing to high buuget dcficitx'. This uiagl10sis as well (IS the meuicille
prescribed by the \1 inistcrxeem to have based on the assulIlption that the inflation can
be curbed through the reduction of the fiscal deficit. This assumption may be questioned
on both theoretical and empirical grounds, Table 2 give'S data on Sri Lankan inflation,

Tahle 2
lnlhuiou in Sri Lanka

I CJ51 -60
1961 -69
1970-79
1980 -87
1988 -93

0,7
2,9
8,2

17,6
14,9

Source: Central Bank of Ceylon, Annual Reports (various years)

The monetarist explanation is that "inflation is everywhere and always (I monetary
phenomenon', The fiscal imbalanve and govemments hornm'ing are principally blamed
for the increasing money supply, DDe." the: Sri Lankan data support this proposi t ion'!
Howard Nicholas who studied the phenomenon of infl.uion in Sri Lanka between 1971
and 1987 testing the mouetarixt and the structuralist hypotheses against the time-series
data found that the Sri Lankan uata did not support the monetarist view on inflation, He
concludes:

The general concIusiou whivh emerge~ from tile present study i~ that
structurally induced cost-push. relative price and demand-pull factors
emanating from predominantly external impulse-, have had greater
hearing on movemeut-, in the aggregate pn,'c'~ than autonomous
monetary impulses, (n.d.: 4)

He further states:

The published data" do,'s nut appear to provide much support for the
existence of bchavioural rdation:-. between money stock changes and
the agg regate price level in the: Sri Lankan economy over the period
1971 -87, "Tile LLita appe:ar~ to contrudict the view that the major
component of nHlIIL'),stllL'k expansion has been cr edit tD the public
sector. Or to put It another way, the Sri Lankan expansion does not
appear to lend support to tile view that inf lationary pressure are
brought uhout by c'XL'c',;,;I\c!public' sector horrowing, (Ibid: 33)
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Nicholas also found that if there IS any causal relationship between money xto.k and the
aggr~gate price level , it is nut 1'1',)111 mUlley stock to aggregate price level hut the re\'erse,
This is similar to the conclusions of many writers with different theoretical positions,
For example, Deepak Lal (1985), a well-known neo-cl.rssical theorist. also come's up
with the same conclusion when he' sa)" that 'most of in tl.uion that Sri Lanka has faced
since 1977 can he attrihuted to two [external] factors', namely foreign prices and the
devaluation of the Sri Lanka rupee, The import content of production and consumption
has increased significantly in the last 17 years so that the influence of foreign prices of
imported capital, intermediate and consumption goods on Sri Lankan domestic prices
became significant. This was further exacerbated by the continuous devaluation of the
Sri Lankan rupee in relation to the currencies of major trading partners, Moreover, the
constant increase in domestic' pric'es makes further devaluation necessary in order to
preserve and maintain the competitiveness of our exports, The unrealistic ami unjustified
emphasis on the fiscal JeJic'it III ,'ontmlling intlurion.uv pressure mHy not produce the
expected results, This will also have adverse implications. An experienced observer
who is sympathetic' to the ne« ':'l'unlJlllic polkles in India has given the lol lo« illt'
warning:

Intlation is e~selltl<dly the result of a strut't'lc: between different
sections of the conimuni tv fur a larger shar« in the national cake that
what others are prepared to surrender; and its outward manifestation
generally is an excessive supply of money, Too much attention to the
medium -that is money supply - can divert attention from the
underlying forces; and hence concepts like hudge!;lry deficits, however
defined and however important. should he used with care and not as
simple or single yurdst ick s. (Patel, 1991: 42)

The question of inflation Ill:!) be viewed from another allt'le, Curhing inflation IS often
described as a punucea fur all e,'onulllic ills, According to this line of thlllkillt', the
problem of inflation should he dealt wuh at any cost he,'ause the price stahitll)! would
ensure a high level of sa\'ings and investment and any move away from this target may
lead to a cumulative departure. However. this issue should he viewed with care and the
measures to curb inflation have 10 he selected carefully. In an economy ill which a
substantial amount of resources 1.-; not utilized or is under utilized. anti-intlationary
policies may produce more, adverse results, As Dornbusch writes:

On the issue of inf-lut ion tmt'dS. pragmatism prevail. Central hankers
should talk about zero in tlation , hut they also xhouhl compronu:«: with
reality. At the malt'in the-re are tradc-o lfx. and pushing zero in llat ion
at any Cllst is not unl) s(lciail) irresponsible but also had economics.
(1991: 22)

I shal I 1l0W t1I m t(I th, sl'c'\lllU object i\'e u l an:- lilac' ro-econom ic plug ra mme.
namely the external balance. In tillS respect , it is exxent i.d 'to pre-empt a c'ollapse of the
balance of puyrnents situation ill the short term and to reduce the current account deficrt
in the medium term' (Nayyar. IC)<)l: 0-W), In correcting the current account imhaluncc ,
attention should be paid to achievint' equi lihrium in rhe trade balance. Ac,'orulng to the
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budget speech, the trade deficit is esumared to rise from SDR 825 million in 1993 to
SDR 1,062 million in 199-+. This will lower the overall surplus of the balance of
payments in 1994. The trade deficit e~timakJ for 1995 IS SDR 1070 million, marginally
higher than the projected deficit in 1994. The monetary approach to the balance of
payments views the trade deficit as a reflection of eXCeSs demand in the domestic
economy, As a widely- used text book in rnacro-econouucs puts it, "[thi»] analysis
implies that a persistent deficit on the ROF [Balance (If Official Financinj; I must he the
result of continuous domestic credit creation by the central hank, This will occur either
in the process of sterilizing the deficit or through the central hank's direct financing of
a government's budget deficit together with sterilisation of the BOF deficit' (Levacic and
Rehmann, 1982: 182), The prescription given by the multilateral financial institutions
to correct the external imbalance is to contain the fiscal deficit and to extend and
expedite trade liberalization with the hope that imported cheap capital and intermediary
goods would tacilitate export production. The argunwn[ is that while the former will
reduce the domestic demand pressure emanating from the hudget deficit the latter 'will
improve efficiency in resource utilization which will make the country's exports
internationally competitive. The !3ud~ct speech appear~ to have uIlhesitatll1~ly followed
this logic. Thus import dUlies on many llellb hate h""11 slashed, Already xome
industrialists have ex press,-d their concern re~ardin~ dut , reduction Oil certain ~()ods
such as bicycles, textiles ami apparel, tyres and tubes .md !()OU items because (If the
possible adverse implications till' IOC',ti industries. The minister attempts III .Iusti fy It on
the grounds that the reduction or import duties would lower the domestic prices and,
hence, the cost of production thus tiKilitatlllg an export production. There is some truth
in this argument. Nevertheless, certain complexities would also enter into the equation
which may produce ditferent re~ults, Lower tariff rates may lead t()re:ign suppliers and
their local a1,!el1ts to increase the priL'e of imports, Nambiur and Mehta observed, in the
light of the Indian experience. that the t()relgn pnL'es of imported goods 'tend [0 he high
when tariff rates are low and when tariff rates are high, "nces relatively lend to he low'
(quoted in Sau, 1993). If this IS the' case, the import hill Will rise heCall.se: of the
increase in volume: and price

Moreover, the causul iin], between the fisL'al deJ'iL'it and the external unhaluncc
is also problematic. The domestic demand pressure leading to a high level of imports
is not merely a result of the fiscal deficit but is also an outcome of incTt'HSIng
expenditure of the people, particulurlv of those with high Incomes, on imported goods
and services. Therefore. if the reduction of the fiscal uet'icit is offset by an increase in
private expenditure, the external unbalance will persi.~t. III the hudget proposals. there
are no specific measures for the reduction of unproduct ive private expenditure,

4, Medium-Term Prospects Oil Growth and Employtuen!

The economic growth and developmen: of an undertk-velopcd country cannot be desiglled
in isolation, In the 19()Os and 70s, the popular nouon was that the world system
dominated hy the centre counure-, of the first world uellhccrately blocked the development
process of the Je:vdoping clJUntlle,", in Asia. Atric« anJ Latin America. Thcretore ,
economic development ne,'c'ssitaku 'delinklllg' Irorn 'the world system, Coupled With
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this was the view that the state: sliould play the' dominant 1"(,Iein the development effort.
In practice these two propositions did not produce the Intelllkd results and most of the
developing countries which followed the strategy has",] on these ideas continued to
remain underdeveloped and poor. In many instances. the situation in some cuunt ric-, had
worsened. As the theoretical weakness of these popularly held views have been
discussed hy many analysts, there is no need to repeat them here. On the other hand,
countries which adopted a different economic strategy, Were able to de\'elop their
economies and emerge as the N ICs. Any national economic policy, in the present
world context, should recognize two important principles. namely that (i) the developing
countries have 10 integrate: their economies with the international economy in many ways,
and (ii) the market mechanism works much better than rhe populist notion had posited.
The acceptance of these t\VO principles will not mean that the systemic problems of the
world system have now disappeared. Nor does it mean that there are no systemic errors
in the market mechanism. However. any realistic national economic strategy should take
into consideration all these bctor,~ when the national economic policies are designed.

The economic polil.·ies of the PA government as manifested in the 1995 huJ!Cd
speech take these principles as a point of departure. But it appears that ih policy-makers
following the advice of the multil.ueral financial ageIK'it:s have raised these J\\O

principles to the level of an ideology. Hence the PA g()\'ernment's economic strakgy
seems to have based on an idt:ology rather than it realistic assesssrnent of the
international situation. I have discussed this aspect in II,,: previous section in relation to
the stabilization objectives. Hut tillS will become more obvious when the government's
medium term objel'lives of income growth and cmplovmcnt creation are considered.
According to Dornbusch. 'jajdjustment is a necessary, hit not necessarily a sufficient.
condition for resumptions of growth, because as,;d holder» may postpone rq1atriating
!light capital, and investors may delay initiating projeds'. l le abo notes that ·these
factors raise an important problem of coordination that clusxical economics does nor
recognize' (1991: 19). The 1995 budget speech outlines how the government intends to
move in order 10 achieve' a higher rate of gro\\th of CDI' and generak more
employment. It emphasizes the need to raise investment from the present 2-l per cent
to 30 per cent of CDP OVer the next Several years. This requires an inn-ease of
domestic ~avil1gs which is now at 14 per cent of the CDI'. The projections fur 1995 are
given in Table 3.
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Tallie 3
Projections for 1995

GDP growth rate
InvestmentlGDP
Manufacturing sector gmwth rate
in whicl, factory sub-sector
Agriculture growth rate
Tea (million kgs)
Rubber (million kgs)
Coconut (million nuts)
Paddy (M illion metric tons)
Construction growth rate
Tourism growth rate
Rate of intlation
Total exports (SDR million)
Total imports (SDR million)
Trau..-: ueficit/GDP
Net private transfers (SDR million)
Official transfers (SDR million)
Current account deficit (SDR rnn.)
om. ial loans (S D R mill ion)
Direct Foreign Investment
(including portfolio) (SDR I11n.)

1994
5.5
26
9.0
9.0
3.0
243
108

1995
6.0
24
10.0
11.0
4.0
250
110
2750
2.70
7.0
2.5
8.0
2501
3571
12
486
120
554
260

2.65
6.0
2.4
10
2207
3269
13
442
115
584
138

131 160

Source: Parliament in Sri Lanka, 1995

I shall now examine 110\\ and to what extent the budgetary strategy would help
to achieve the objectives ()j" growth and employment. As the Figure I shows, it was
expected that the reduction ()f tis,:al deficit would bring about a fall in the rate of interest
which in turn will encourage private investment. Tln-. depends on two elasticities,
namely the responsiveness of the interest rate to the changes in fiscal deficit, and interest
elasticity of investment. The interest rate under this strategy is not under the control of
local policy makers. The interest rate was kept at a very high rate for many reasons.
The high interest rate is an important aspect of the financial liberalization programme
propagated by the multilateral financial agencies. It \\ as argued that a high rate of
interest would encourage savings, contain the demand for funds and discourage low
quality investments, and will be anti- inflationary. Besides, the interest rate has to he
fixed at a higher level in order to attract foreign short-term capital. Because, it is argued
that a high interest rate would resu] t in the pil.ing up of foreign exchange rescrves
through the. short- term capital movements when other hldors remain intact. As Patnaik
(1994) has pointed out this situation will present the government with a real dilemma.
On the one hand. if the rnoncturv authority reduces the interest rate, there will be an
outflow (If t()rei~n short krill ,,<,pltal On the other. illt ~ecps the interest rate 11I).'h,
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there will he a real appreciation of currency due to pdln:; up of foreign exchange
reserves which may have adverse effects on exports and the trade balance precipilating
a balance of payments crisis. Even if the government chooses to do nothing, there will
he no escape. As Patnaik has shown, this will lead to a stock-market boom under a s()-

called market-friendly regime. So the government may become impotent in influencinj;
the interest rate structure in thi- set up. In this context. as an outcome of the reduction

of fiscal deficit, a fall In the rale of interest will he highl) unlikely, This was recently
demonstrated when the stale bank-, lowered their lending rate in some sectors in response
to the appeal made by the government, the private hanks have refused to do so, The
high rate of interest will aJ"ersely affect the investment decisions in general and the
investment decisions of the small entrepreneurs in particular. It may also affect the
construction of houses for personal USe.

As Nayyar (1993) has pointed out, the L\lF-W8 structural adjustment
programme is concerned m.unly with the supply-side of the economy. This is also the
case with the 1995 budget. These institutions propose demand-side management thr()u~h
fiscal and monetary disciphne In order to stabilize the economy. However, there is no
synchronization between tho: deuuuul-xide adjustment and the suppl y-side adj u"t inent .

The fundamental problem of transition arisc:s !WI11 the fact that the
speeds of adjustment (In the demand side and on the supply side are
considerably different. " [t lhe speed of adjustment on the demand side
is fast. On the other hand, the speed of adjustment on the supply side
is inevitably slow, particularly in economies characterized hy structural
rigidities where resourc'c:s are not easily mobile across the sectors or
perfcdly substitutables In uses. This is so even if all the price
incentives of a market economy can he brought to perfect function.
Supply adlustment l)pll'ally requires structurul change through creation
of capacity. alleviation of intruxtructural bottlenecks, streamlining of
Input supplies, creut ion or reorientation of public utilities, and ,so Oil,
all of which take tune. The: fast dynamics ()I' demand and slow
dynamics of supply have major macro-economic implication-.
(Nayyur. 1993:641)

These important issues seem tll have been ignored III the budgetary strateg y. The
government's decisions not to en~'age ill large capital p!'<'leds would definitely make the
supply-side adjustment more difficult and slower, The reduced demand of the
government may lead to a further reduction of output particularly in the private sector.
The empirical evidence part icularly ill the late 1970s anJ the early 80s shows that the
public sector investment in fact crowds-in private investment. This is the experience of
South Korea and Taiwan, The l'()llhJence of the private st:l'Ior which the ~()\'ernmcnt
Seems to think as crucial, i..; it lunction of the level of economic activities. If there is
sluggishness in the private sphere of the el'OIlOI1lY, It cannot he overcome hy an
economically inactive govenuu-nt with a deteatist line llf thinking. Robert Wade (1990)
in his excellent book on the role of the governrnen in East Asian development has shown
how the government played a 'big leadership role 111 those countries. Public investment
has in fact increased in the hl)2h performance Asian economies (HPAEs). A recent
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publication of the World Bank reports:
In the 1970s overall levels otpuhlic investment did not differ markedly
between the H PAEs and other developing economies; during the
decade public investment r~lks in all economies rose from about 7 to
10 percent. But dUring the 1980s the H PA Es and other developing
economies diverged, In other economies. the fiscal contraction of
macroeconomic adjustment was reflected in lower public investment
rates, In-HPAEs, conversely, public investment shares actually rose
between 1979 and 1982 and then remained at a level nearly 4
percentage points "hove thei r 1970" average" .. In short, in strik ing
contrast elsewhere, publ ic investment in 1980 -87 in these East Asian
economies was counter-cyclical to the. reduction in private investment.
(World Bank, 1993: 43)

The high level of capital accumulation, increased allocation efficiency and the
productivity gains invariably contribute towards the .khle\ement of high growth rate in
GDP. In most HPAEs, the state played a crucial 1\)1", In improving these contributory
factors, The Malaysian government was initially involved in investment in heavy and
chemical industries, The private sector, hoth foreign and local, has been looking at the
new government from the time It assumed office, Although its commitment to the.
private sector-led development has been reiterated, the gO"ernme.nt is not yet ahle to win
the confidence of the private. St;CIOf. This is crucial because the budget speech clearly
indicates that the government is planning to move away from its traditional domain of
infra-structure development. The inadequate private investment both local and foreign
is often attributed to the p(ll)r infra-structure. facilities, The government is inviting
private investors to enter this area, Since these investments arc invariably large and
expensive and their returns sprt;ad over a long period, IS it realistic to think that private
investors would invest ill the'se sectors particularly at the present conjuncture?

All these: trends may make the realization of growth targets for 1995 difficult.
The situation on the: employmeut front appears to he more serious. The Budgd speech
says:

Prospects for increased employment in the public sector are not
encouraging, because employment in thi-. sector has reached saturation
point. Because of the large number of employees in this sector, even
with a low salary structure, the gm'crnJl1ent has to spend nearly 1/4 (if
its current expenditure on salarie-, -a very high burden. The. private
sector. unlike the government sector, can expand rapidly under good
incentives and ~':"l ,'rcalc 11Ighl1' gainful employment through hIgh
investrnent and prod Lid ion. A Iso the Govern men t wi II he encouragmg
sel t-cmployment Linder the Samurdhi Programille. (Parliament of Sri
Lanka, 1995: 14)

As mentioned earlier, the main !\KUS of the 1995 hudget IS the. reduction of the rate of
inflation. The generation of employment app"ars to he viewed as a necessary by-product
of the anti-int1ationary strateg y. In Illy view, this is the Ach il lcs ' heel of the g'm't;j'l1men!
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strategy. Anti-inflationary strategy I.~ flawed due to tV\O reasons. First. even if the
budget strategy works as intended, steps should he taken to solve the mis-match between
the available skill and the required skills. This calls tin a complete change in our
education system which is biased towards the arts and humanities and oriented towards
the requirements of the public sector. The government accepts the need tor this. Rut.
the necessary funds have not been allocated for re-training , improvement of the quality
of education, and new skills development. The total estimated expenditure of the
Ministry of Education and Higher Education remains almost unchanged when adjusted
to int1ation. Resources allocated to other ministries for similar purposes are also not
adequate. Secondly, will the budgetary strategy in operation generate adequate
employment opportunities'! This IS also problematic. When unemployment and under-
employment have become persistent problems, past as well as contemporary experience
shows that deliberate policy men-urcx are required to overcome It because, growth in
itself may not generate ell1plcl) mcnt opportunities to abxorb the available labour. This
may befeveuled by the fad that the high level of employment opportunities created
between 1977 -82 in Sri Lanka \\ as not an outcome of [he stabilization and structurul
adjustment programme hut a result of the high level dt public investment in infra-
structure development. According to the survey conducted by [he Department of Census
and Statistics, 175,000 to 200,000 employment opportunities were created Juring tlu»
period. The employment elasticity of output growth may vary in different sectors, As
Adelman argues, the sectoral mix of output has implications for substitution of labour
for capital. She argues that the employment elasticity of the industrial sector is typically
very much lower than the employment elasticity of the agriculture and service sector.
(see Edwards, 1993) Stem (1994) suggests that employment created hy major
construction programme initiated by the government al'cuunted for nearly half the total
employment increase during 1977 -83. So, the creation <>f employment requires positive
intervention directly or indirectly 11) the state in determining the sectoral mix in the
process of grc.wth.

Conclusion

The PA government, in the 1995 l:3uuget, has failed to address the crucial issues of the
Sri Lankan economy. The government seems to have taken up a defeatist position
assuming that it will not he able: to articulate an indepenuent national development
strategy '.It the present hisiori ,«! conjuncture. In my view this IS incorrect. The
government has to rethink It,s e.:l'ul1ol11il'strategy hy re-reading the real experience of the
East- and South East- ASian <,'lJlIntne,' and fuifilllllg n. election promise of economic'
development with social .JlIstl,'," and demOl'l'<l"Y. As Blinder and Blank (1986) have
shown, the poor sutler more under unemployment than they do under inflation. Adam
Smith related economic growth and development With the increase in productive;
employment thus emphasizing the fad that growth and employment are overdetermined
in the development process. In an employment-oriented economic strategy, sOl1le
elements of the current stabilization and structural adju-trnent programme, acqumne a
new meaning, will definitely play an important and useful role.
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